
 
Tom Kundig 
Olson Kundig Architects 
159 South Jackson St., Suite 600 
Seattle, WA 98104 
  
Dear Mr. Kundig, 
 
We are writing to you as the Mazama Advisory Committee (MAC) and specifically regarding the 

structure that you have placed on Flagg Mountain.  The intent of this letter is to explain to you the 

planning background completed in our community and to create a better understanding of our valley 

and the challenge your structure has brought to bear.    

Our members are appointed by Okanogan county commissioners to advise and guide land use planning 

specifically in the upper Methow Valley/Mazama area.  This area has been under development pressure 

for decades and over the years our committee has reviewed many land use proposals.  

In order to protect the values of the natural setting and still allow development to take place, our 

citizens have worked together to achieve an acceptable planning direction for our area. This direction 

has been vital to our economy and has helped make us who we are.   

 I doubt that you could find many rural communities that have worked together over many years to 

address the challenging planning issues of visual scenic quality.    

The following are some of the land use planning documents that came out of the many public meetings 

held and organized by MAC: 

 

    

Handbook of Suggested Development Guidelines for the Methow Valley Sub-Unit A Planning Area  

In  September of 1987, the Mazama Advisory  Committee released a Handbook of Suggested 

Development Guidelines for the Methow Valley Sub-Unit A Planning Area.  The guidelines were “offered 

with the hope that land owners will join with the intent of the community goals by voluntarily 



incorporating them into their development plans.”  The plan focuses on “ways to assure development 

and environmental issues are in harmony.”  It states that “site planners should strive to integrate 

buildings and roads into the existing landscape.”  The plan recognizes that “new structures have the 

greatest potential for impacting the visual character of the planning area.”  The plan “discouraged 

novelty architecture and encouraged blending buildings into the forest edge.”  For over 35 years, this 

handbook has helped our community preserve the setting that we are all proud to live in.   

 
A Vision for the Mazama Community 
 
In July of 1993, the Mazama Advisory Committee, through numerous public meetings, worked with 

residents to define a vision for the Mazama area.  The statement is now included in the introduction to 

the Upper Methow Valley Comprehensive Plan.   The vision states that “The Mazama community will be 

a model for people living in harmony with their environment, a community where people's needs for 

services, social interaction, agriculture, business, housing, recreation, and education are in balance with 

the ecosystem we inhabit.  By carefully blending the natural, human and economic environments, we 

will pass on to future generations a landscape as rich and beautiful as the one we now enjoy.” 

The vision statement describes the special setting of our area in the introduction:  “The Methow River 

meandering through a valley of open ranch lands framed by forested slopes and majestic mountain 

peaks forms a scenic treasure that will be preserved in our developments and activities.”  Specific to 

visuals, the vision states “Buildings will be subservient to the landscape…and  complement the 

landscape.   Developments along roads and trails should be screened, landscaped and designed to 

maintain a high quality scenic corridor.” 

Upper Methow Valley Comprehensive Plan 

An update of the Community Master Plan Methow Valley Planning Area Sub Unit A was adopted by 

Okanogan County in March of 2000, under Resolution No. 25-2000.  Some key highlights of the plan are: 

Area residents desire quality development that is aesthetically pleasing, sensitive to the 

environment and located to limit the impact on rural views and area wildlife. 

 

Successful implementation of planning goals must rely on more than governmental 

regulation. Private cooperation and support is viewed as a fundamental component of plan 

implementation. 

 

The community favors compact development that focuses on the natural beauty of the 

Methow River and takes advantage of scenic views while at the same time preserves views 

from SR-20 and minimizes impacts to the shoreline area. 

 

Community livability, quality of life and a greater sense of place for area residents and 

visitors rely on development that is appropriate in scale, sited on the land with sensitivity to 

views and designed to blend in with the surroundings. Guidelines to ensure that development 



has minimal impact (e.g. anti-castle ordinance) on these items must be expressed in terms of 

regulations with tangible strategies and actions. 

 

As the community grows, pressures will increase to develop visually sensitive lands. It is the 

purpose of this plan, through the establishment of community goals and policies, to provide the 

frame of reference necessary for the implementation of ordinances to insure that future 

developments blend and conform to the established character of this area. 

 

Mountains and valley walls such as Lucky Jim Bluff, Goat Wall, Goat Peak, Last 

Chance Peak, Grizzly Peak and Spokane Gulch should be managed by the Forest 

Service in a visually sensitive way. 

 

Developers should be encouraged to adopt CC&Rs that address building size and 

bulk, ridge top development, building location and open space preservation. 

 

Builders should be encouraged to design homes in a manner that addresses environmental, 

visual and community needs. Protection and mitigation of environmentally and visually sensitive 

areas should be accomplished through good design, landscaping, site planning, and where 

required, acquisition. 

 

Encourage residential project design that places building sites in non-sensitive 

environmental and visual areas and that considers wildlife, fire and insect disease 

and weed control. 

 

GOAL: Encourage preservation, protection, enhancement and restoration of open space 

and view corridors within the planning area. 

 

Mazama (core area)  Master Plan 

In the past three years, all the Mazama commercial property owners have formulated a Master Plan for 

the lay out and future development of the Mazama town area.   The plan, which involved the 

community, displays a commercial core development pattern that will make Mazama attractive to 

visitors and locals.  One of the key priorities and direction in the plan under “maintenance and 

landscaping” is the “Protection and enhancement of view . “       

Methow Conservancy 

This organization was formed 17 years ago to address conservation in the Methow Valley.  The 

Conservancy has been responsible for establishing 95 conservation easements encompassing 7800 

acres.  In the Mazama area alone, 24 conservation easements have been established at least in part to 

preserve the visual quality of the area.  Conservation education is likewise a goal of the Conservancy.  

Accordingly, it has published a  guide for landowners in the Methow Valley, The Good Neighbor 

Handbook, which addresses specifically building on ridgelines,  among other conservation topics.  



“Unfortunately, ridgeline houses permanently mar the scenic beauty that many treasure in the Methow 

Valley.” 

 

 

The Mazama community has been significantly impacted by the structure you have placed on Flagg 

Mountain.  It may not matter to you, but the opinion of those who live and work in Mazama appears to 

be uniformly negative.   

 It is the intent of the MAC to make you aware of the planning direction for our community that has 

evolved from years of public meetings, as indicated by the documents cited above.  This direction is not 

something that has just surfaced overnight.  This direction has identified our  community and 

emphasizes our  respect for the land that we all share. This direction demonstrates  that we all want to 

provide a community setting that future generations will appreciate and be proud of.  

MAC hopes that these referenced documents will describe why and where the community stands 

relative to preserving the scenic setting of the upper Methow Valley.   We hope that you will want to 

work with the Mazama community professionally and respectfully to reach a better location for your 

cabin.    

Respectfully,  

 

 

The Mazama Advisory Committee 
Jim Gregg, Chair 
John Sunderland 
Karen Reneau 
Doug Devin 
Midge Cross 
Terry Karro 
Andy Kindig 
c/o Jim Gregg 
18599 Highway 20, Winthrop, WA 98862 
Contact Ph:  509-996-3163 / jimgregg@methownet.com 
Website: www. http://mazamaadvisorycommittee.blogspot.com/ 
 cc: Okanogan County Commissioners 


